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Abstract

3Gsim is a load generator for traffic simulation in a WCDMA (Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access) network. It is developed at Ericsson AB in
Linköping. Tests are run daily and the results are evaluated by testers. When
errors or abnormalities are found, the testers write trouble reports and the
described problems are handed over to designers whose task is to fix them.
In order to save time, Ericsson wished to improve the efficiency.

This study has focused on a specific part of the process of the development
of 3Gsim, namely the process of evaluating test results. The goal has been
to investigate if and how the process of evaluating 3Gsim test results can be
made more efficient.

The daily work of the testers has been studied at close hand by the author.
The testers answered a questionnaire with questions about their work and
their opinions about the tools being used. The answers were evaluated and
focus was laid on the main problems.

It was found that a lot of time is wasted on searching for trouble reports.
A big part of the test result evaluation process consists of going through
summary logs with error print-outs. Unfortunately no mapping between
error print-outs and trouble reports is performed. When going through the
summary logs the testers have to determine which errors have already been
reported and which ones that haven’t. Another major problem is the fact
that most tests fail. On the webpage where the test results are displayed,
this is indicated by a coloured field showing red. This is believed to have a
negative effect on the work attitude.

A lot of time can be saved by mapping error print-outs to trouble reports
and automatically comparing new error print-outs with old ones. The map-
ping will also help preventing the creation of duplicated trouble reports. This
solution will have the greatest impact on the improvement of the efficiency.
Another way to enhance the efficiency is to develop a more advanced colour
coding scheme than the one used today. This coding scheme will help the
testers making the right priorities when processing the test results. Further-
more, these two solutions will have a positive effect on the work attitude. A
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prototype implementing the first solution has been created. This prototype
gives Ericsson AB the possibility to test the solution idea in practice.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cybercom, Ericsson & Legacy tests

This master’s thesis comprises 30 ECTS, and is submitted in partial fulfil-
ment of a degree in Applied Physics and Electro Engineering - International,
at Linköping University. It has been written by Karl Gustav Sterneberg while
working with Cybercom Group and Ericsson AB in Linköping. Cybercom is
a consulting company that offers services mainly within the telecom sec-
tor but also within areas such as portal development, billing solutions, and
embedded systems. At Ericsson in Linköping the main focus lies on con-
trol of radio networks and they are responsible for several central parts of
the Ericsson GSM-systems. Among other products they develop 3Gsim, a
load generator for traffic simulation in a WCDMA (Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access) network. Testing is an important part of the development
process. One type of test, regularly performed, is legacy test. Legacy tests
are used for verifying that existing functionality works after introduction of
modifications, new functionality and correction of faults.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of the thesis work is to investigate how an increase of efficiency
of the process of evaluating test results from 3Gsim tests, can be achieved.

1.3 Question at issue

How can the process of evaluating the 3Gsim test results at Ericsson AB,
Linköping, be made more efficient?
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1.4 Method

In order to understand the process of evaluating test results and writing
trouble reports, I have studied several internal documents describing 3Gsim
and the handling of trouble reports. I have also followed the daily work of
the testers at close hand. A questionnaire (see Appendix D) has been written
and the testers were asked to answer questions about their work and their
opinions about the tools being used.

1.5 Limitations

Investigations regarding hardware performance are not included. Neither are
discussions concerning resource allocation.

1.6 Background

1.6.1 WCDMA network

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) is a 5 MHz wideband
spread-spectrum third-generation (3G) mobile telecommunication air inter-
face that utilizes code division multiple access. The term WCDMA also refers
to one of the International Telecommunications Union’s IMT-2000 standards
for implementing a type of 3G cellular network. When talking about a
WCDMA network, one is normally talking about a 3G cellular network fol-
lowing a certain standard. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Figure 1.1 shows a simplified
picture of a WCDMA network.

The WCDMA Radio Access Network (RAN) or simply the RAN consists
of Radio Network Controllers (RNCs) and Radio Base Stations (RBSs). Its
main purpose is to provide a connection between the user equipment (UE),
typically a cellular phone, and the Core Network (CN). [2] [6] [7]

The RNC controls and manages the radio resources in its domain, that
is, the RBSs connected to it. It is responsible for controlling and managing
the utilization of radio network services such as mobility management, call
processing, link management and handover mechanisms. [6] [8] [9] [10] [11]

The RBSs are geographically fixed and consist of antennas, amplifiers,
recievers and transmitters. All the traffic through the fixed part of a 3G
network will originate and end in an RBS. The RBSs in their turn connect
wirelessly to the user equipment, for example the cellular phones. RBSs are
also commonly known as Node Bs. [6] [12] [13]
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Figure 1.1: WCDMA network

Each RBS covers one or more geographic areas known as cells. The cells
normally overlap at the edges to prevent holes in coverage.

When a user equipment moves from one cell to another a handover takes
place. Soft and softer handover are two handover functionalities. The dif-
ference between them is that during soft handover, the UE is connected to
multiple cells at different RBSs, while during softer handover, the UE is con-
nected to multiple cells, all belonging to the same RBS. [2] This difference is
described in figure 1.2.

The Core Network (CN) is responsible for switching and routing calls and
data connections to external networks. [6]

(a) Soft handover (b) Softer handover

Figure 1.2: Handover functionalities
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1.6.2 3Gsim

3Gsim is a load generator for traffic simulation in a WCDMA network. It
is used for verfication of the RNC, the RAN and the CN. When used in
verfication towards the RNC, either a real CN can be used or 3Gsim can be
used to simulate the CN. It generates load (signalling and payload) both on
the UE side and the CN side.

In a network test set-up, 3Gsim may be used to simulate one or several
RBSs and one or several UEs. It is also possible to mix simulated equipment
with real physical equipment. Real user equipment and real RBSs can be
used together with simulated user equipment and simulated RBSs.

Each simulated UE in 3Gsim is controlled by a traffic and a mobility be-
haviour. The traffic behaviour controls the call pattern, the packet, speech
or data flow, and the use of security and ciphering. For each UE or group
of UEs, a traffic behaviour is selected when the UEs are created. Both the
uplink and downlink traffic are controlled by the traffic behaviour. A traffic
behaviour consists of one or several calls of different length and type. The
mobility behaviour defines whether and how the UE is moving between the
cells in the network. Cell update and soft/softer handover are simulated with
mobility behaviours. A number of predefined traffic and mobility behaviours
are available and it is also possible to create customized traffic and/or mo-
bility behaviours to suit site specific or test specific needs.

3Gsim is built on the Ericsson Connectivity Packet Platform, CPP. It
consists of a control interface and a simulator application running on CPP
hardware. [14]

1.6.3 Testing 3Gsim

3Gsim is developed and tested at Ericsson AB in Linköping. Test suites
consisting of several test cases are used for different types of tests, among
others, Legacy tests. As previously mentioned, Legacy tests are used for
verifying that existing functionality works after introduction of modifications,
new functionality and correction of faults. Legacy tests are normally run
during nights and weekends.

When setting up a test, different criteria are specified that need to be
fulfilled in order for the test to pass. During a test, several kind of logs are
produced. Information in these logs is used by a script which automatically
determines the outcome of the test. One of the produced logs is a summary
log of error print-outs mainly from 3Gsim1. An example of a 3Gsim Summary
Log can be found in Appendix B.4. After the completion of a test, the

1The operating system or other applications involved can also produce error print-outs.
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tester has to go through this summary log. If a new error is discovered,
the tester writes a trouble report (TR) which is inserted into the trouble
reporting system used. An example of a trouble report can be found in
Appendix C. This trouble reporting system consists of a database with a
web-based graphical user interface. In order to determine if an error print-
out is due to a not yet discovered error, a tester has to manually query
the database for possible trouble reports associated with the error print-
out. When searching the TR-database for possible existing trouble reports,
different match criteria may be specified. For example you can specify 3Gsim
release, test suite, test case, date and many others. The slogan field (see
second row under INITIAL INFORMATION in TR shown in Appendix C)
is however the most common field used when trying to find trouble reports.
The slogan field is a free text field. It contains information useful for finding
a possible existing trouble report. If the error is already reported, no new
trouble report shall be written.

The task of the testers also include to determine if an error or abnormality
is due to a fault in the product or something being wrong with the test case,
the configuration, the environment or something else. In order to do so and
to obtain all the information needed for writing a trouble report the tester
might have to run additional tests.

1.6.4 Presentation of test results

The results of the tests are presented on a number of web pages. These web
pages are described in Appendix B.

1.7 Results of the thesis work

As a result of the thesis work, several problems and shortcomings with the
test environment and especially with the presentation of test results were
discovered. Solution ideas to the two main problems have been presented. A
prototype implementing one of these solution ideas have been implemented
and integrated with the existing test environment at Ericsson. This idea in-
volves storing error print-outs in a database and creating references between
error print-outs and trouble reports, and then for every new test case deter-
mining which error print-outs that have occurred before and which ones that
are unknown. It has been estimated that, for each legacy test suite, up to
26 minutes can be saved by using this new system. By using this prototype
Ericsson is given the possibility to more accurately evaluate this solution
idea.

5



1.8 Overview of the thesis

Chapter 1 is the chapter you are currently reading. In Chapter 2, a study
and the result of this study are described. In this study several problems
were identified. Chapter 3 presents solution ideas to a chosen set of these
problems. In Chapter 4 these solution ideas are evaluated to the extent it is
possible without first implementing the ideas and testing them in practise.
A prototype implementing one of the solution ideas has been implemented.
This prototype is described in Chapter 5. The last chapter, Chapter 6,
contains the conclusions drawn after completing the thesis work. At the end
of this report appendices are found.
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Chapter 2

Finding problems and
shortcomings

When trying to find ways of improving efficiency, focus was laid on dis-
covering problems and shortcomings. I have studied the daily work of the
testers, the methods and the tools they use and also several internal doc-
uments describing 3Gsim and the handling of trouble reports. I have also
formed a questionnaire. The target group of the questionnaire was the group
of testers. The questions were formed in order to reveal problems and short-
comings with the way the test results were presented, the tools being used,
and also in order to gather statistics about how much time certain tasks,
in the process of evaluating test results, take to perform. The testers were
also given the possibility to present suggestions of improvements or any other
type of ideas or comments.

2.1 Summary of Questionnaire

The questionnaire was given to and answered by all seven testers at the de-
partment. In this sub-chapter the questions in the questionnaire and the
answers are discussed comprehensively. The conclusions drawn from the an-
swers and from the rest of the investigation are presented later in this chapter.
The questionnaire given to the testers can be found in Appendix D. With
respect to the privacy of the testers who have taken part in the survey, the
exact answers to the questionnaire are not included in the report. However
a summary of the answers to each question can be found in Appendix E.

• Question 2–4, time spent on writing TRs
These questions were posed in order to investigate how much time is
spent on writing trouble reports. This is interesting to know since it
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sometimes happens that duplicated trouble reports are written. If this
can be prevented, the time it takes to write these trouble reports can
be saved. According to the answers, in a normal case, it takes a tester
anything between 5 minutes and a couple of hours to write a trouble
report. The median value among the answers is 15 minutes.

• Question 5–10, presentation of test results
The purpose with these questions was to investigate how the testers
experience the presentation of the test results. Is the information rel-
evant/irrelevant? Is something missing? The answers expressed differ-
ent meanings, some expressed satisfaction with the way the test results
are presented and others dissatisfaction. Some ideas of improvements
were given. Most interesting to mention is that two answers support
the idea of mapping error print-outs to trouble reports. This idea is
presented in § 3.1. Other suggestions were to more frequently update
the webpage displaying the test results, to allow sorting of the test re-
sults according to which tester that ran the test and to make it easier
to compare results from different tests. A way of solving the problem
with the latter suggestion is also presented in § 3.1.

• Question 1 and 11–13, how to find trouble reports
The answers to Question 13 confirm that the slogan field is the main
field used when searching for trouble reports and no specific id is known.
Surprisingly, answers to Question 12 state that a majority of the testers
find it pretty easy to determine whether a possible trouble report exists
or not. This is surprisingly since their answers to Question 1 state
that they spend on average between 5.5 and 6.5 minutes searching for
possible already existing trouble reports when trying to determine if
one exits or not. Nevertheless, some testers have answered that they
find it pretty difficult determining this existence or non-existence. This
goes hand in hand with the answers to Question 11. These answers
indicate that not every tester has the same idea about how the slogan
field should be filled out. The answers to Question 1 is extra interesting
since the author believes that the time spent on searching for possible
already existing trouble reports can in most cases be eliminated. How
this can be done is discussed in § 3.1.

• Question 14–17, how to write TRs
The answers to these questions tell that the testers don’t have any
knowledge of documentation describing how trouble reports should be
written, nor have they been given any special education in the subject.
They have learned what they know from colleagues in informal ways.

8



This must be considered the reason that not all testers share the same
idea about how the slogan field should be filled out when writing trouble
reports.

• Question 18–19, suggestions of improvments

? Create guidelines for what to write in the slogan field in the trouble
reports.

? Create a webpage with a summary of errors, their symptoms and con-
sequences along with TR numbers. This page could help to decrease
the need for searching of TRs in the TR database.

? Create better information about the tools, how they are used and
what different things mean. For example what is IFHO and why is
it interesting to look at this?

? List known error print-outs in a separate list or mark them with
another colour in the summary logs.

• Question 20, Other comments
The only comment was a suggestion to let the coloured field indicating
the result of a test suite indicate the percentage of the test cases being
successful or failed. For example if half of the test cases in the suite
failed then half of the field should be red and the other half green. To
replace the existing field with such a field is however not a good idea
since in situations when only one test case of several failed and the field
will be almost only green, it will be difficult to see that the suite failed.
However nothing impedes that an extra field with this feature is added.

2.2 Result of study and questionnaire

As a result of studying the daily work of the testers, the process of evaluating
test results and the answers to the questionnaire, several problems have been
identified. These problems are described in this sub-chapter.

2.2.1 Searching for trouble reports - a waste of time

The most important observation is that there is no automated nor any persis-
tent mapping between error print-outs and trouble reports. This affects the
workload of a tester. An unnecessary amount of time is spent on searching
for possible existing trouble reports. To some extent the testers recognize
error print-outs. This can be due to: either the tester has herself previously
written a trouble report for the error, or the error has occurred in several

9



tests and the tester has come across the same error print-out before. In such
cases, searching for a specific trouble report, takes shorter time. For each
error unknown to the tester, the tester spends on average between 5.5 and
6.5 minutes searching for possible previously written trouble reports [15]. In
the worst case, no trouble report is found even though one exists and a du-
plicated trouble report is written. During 2006, 55 trouble reports out of
660 where duplicates. This is more than 8 percents. The non-existing map-
ping between error print-outs and trouble reports are not the only reason for
duplicated trouble reports being written. However it is estimated to be the
underlying cause for more than half of the duplicated trouble reports being
written1.

The task of searching for possible existing trouble reports is not only
very time consuming, but it is also a task that the testers find boring and
monotonic. Thus, solving this problem would not only save time, it would
also result in the testers finding more joy and less monotony in their work.

No clear and specific guidelines for writing trouble reports exist. This
lack has resulted in the testers having slightly different understanding of
how trouble reports are to be written [15]. Especially for how the slogan
field should be filled out [15]. The slogan field is the main field used when
searching for trouble reports. It is used for storing a short description of
the error being reported. This makes it more difficult for a tester to find a
trouble report written by another tester than one written by herself.

2.2.2 Large quota of test suites fails

The outcome of a test suite is indicated by a coloured field. This field shows
green when the test suite has passed and red when the test suite has failed as
is shown in figure 2.1. Unfortunately a clear majority of the performed test

Figure 2.1: Example from Latest Test Suites web page (see Appendix B.1).

suites fails. An example of this is shown in Appendix B.1. As mentioned in
a previous chapter, a test suite consists of several test cases. For a test suite
to pass, all the test cases of which the test suite consists, have to pass. If
one or more test cases fail, the whole test suite fails. When test suite after

1Estimation made by an experienced software developer at Ericsson AB, Linköping.
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test suite fail it is not easy for the testers to see the result of their work. No
matter how many tests they perform or how many trouble reports they write
the test suites keep failing. This is believed to have a negative effect on the
work attitude. Even if a superior tells an employee that she is doing a good
job, if the employee herself can’t see the result, the employee can easily feel
dejected and loose the positive work attitude needed in order to, in the long
run, perform her task efficiently and with accuracy.

Another problem with the existing colour coding scheme is that it doesn’t
give any indication of either the severity of the failure, the failure of the test
suite nor of the failure of different test cases. Did all test cases fail or was it
only one? Maybe only a single test case failed and this only due to already
known errors.

2.2.3 Other identified problems

In addition to the problems discussed previously in this chapter, several other
problems were identified. Some of the examples are:
? On the webpage displaying the test results, links exist on which you can

click to view older test results but no links exist allowing you to go forward
on the timeline after having gone backwards.

? After the completion of a test it is difficult to find out what were the
behaviours of the simulated user equipments.

? There is no easy access to information about the criteria for PASS/FAIL.
? There is no queue in which testers (or anyone else) can stand when waiting

for access to a 3GSim node. Instead they have to run around and ask there
colleagues when a node will be available.

However solving these problems does not involve any big technical issues
and in most of the cases the description of the problem indirectly state a
straightforward and simple solution. In fact, if defining a problem as “a
difficulty that can not easily be rectified”, these can no longer be called
problems. Solving these (no longer called) problems is more a concern of
allocating resources. With other words: the questions that arise is not how
to solve these problems but rather who should attend to the problems and
when should this be done? These questions are in contradiction to what have
been said above, not so easy to answer. However, the reason for this is not
because it is difficult to attend to the problems in question, given the time
and the competence required. The real reason is lack of resources. Solving
such a problem is however not included in this master’s thesis. Some of the
problems given as example above might also very well have been solved at
the time of printing this report.
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Chapter 3

Solution Ideas

In this chapter, solution ideas to the two major problems described in the
previous chapter are presented. These two problems were not the only ones
discovered but as explained and motivated in § 2.2.3, solutions to the other
identified problems are not discussed in more detail than done in that same
chapter.

3.1 Minimize time spent on searching for

trouble reports

If error print-outs could be mapped to trouble reports and each new error
print-out could be automatically compared with all previously produced er-
ror print-outs, then the amount of time testers spend on searching for trouble
reports associated with specific error print-outs would in many cases be elim-
inated. This since, if error print-outs are mapped to trouble reports and each
new error print-out is automatically compared with all previously produced
error print-outs, the tester will in all cases when a error print-out has oc-
curred before know if a trouble report has been written or not. In the case
when an error print-out hasn’t occurred before, one can unfortunately not
be sure that no trouble report has been written. This since different error
print-outs can be the result of the same error and should thus be connected
with the same trouble report.

If the amount of data was relatively small, old error print-outs and map-
pings to trouble reports could be stored in simple text files and a small
program could be written in order to compare new error print-outs with the
ones already stored. With larger amount of data this is however not a suit-
able approach since the search time would grow significantly as the number of
error print-outs being stored increases. A better alternative would be to use a
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database management system (DBMS). This since a DBMS provides a pow-
erful and fast tool for answering queries about the data stored even when the
data tends to grow to large quantities. A DBMS can not only be used to store
error print-outs and their connections to different trouble reports, it can also
be used for comparing new error print-outs with older ones. The DBMS can
not do the whole trick alone. Also required is a program which automatically
inserts new error print-outs into the database along with another one that
uses the information stored in the database in order to create a summary-log
with the desired information about error print-outs and the trouble reports
already written. Figure 3.1 describes the creation of additional log informa-
tion. Depending on the status of the trouble reports associated with an error

Error print-out

In DB?

Insert into
DB

Find TR

DBDB

Print info to log Print info to log

New error print-out:

<error message>

Known error print-out:

<error message>

Connected TR: <id of TR>

TR Status: <status of TR>

no yes

Figure 3.1: Creation of additional log information.

print-out, different actions will be taken. For example, if the status of an
associated trouble report is ”New”, that is OK and probably nothing needs
to be done except perhaps adding a note to the trouble report that this error
also occurred in this test. If the status is ”Closed” then it is very likely that
something is wrong. Unless for example it has been decided that this error
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will not be fixed for the 3Gsim-release used during the test, an error print-
out with an associated trouble report with status ”Closed” indicates that
the fix of this error was not successful. This should obviously be reported.
Figure 3.2 describes which situations are OK and which are not depending
on the status of a connected trouble report. In the situation imagined the
error print-out is from a test case with a date later than the date of the last
status change of the trouble report. An advantage when using a database

Known error print-out

Status of
connected

TR?

Closed

New, 
Analysed, 
Planned, 

Approved, 
Implemented 

or 
Verified

OK WARNING!

Figure 3.2: Error print-out and status of TR.

management system in order to map error print-outs with trouble reports
is that the functionality provided by the database management system can
be used by other applications and for other purposes. For example it would
be an ideal tool for comparing results from different tests. With a simple
query, you could for example find out in which test cases a specific error has
occurred. If additional information about test cases and test suites is stored,
the database could be used as a source for gathering statistics. For example if
information about the test suites such as which version of the CPP platform
was used and on which node the test was run is stored in the database, it
will be easy to retrieve statistics about the occurrence of errors on different
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CPP platforms and different nodes.

This idea of mapping error print-outs to trouble reports, and comparing
new error print-outs with old ones, in order to determine if the error in ques-
tion have been reported before, is implemented in the form of a prototype.
This prototype is described in § 5.

Another way of decreasing the time the testers spend on searching for
trouble reports is to develop clear and specific guidelines for how trouble
reports should be written. Especially for how the slogan field in the trouble
reporting-system should be filled in. The goal of specifying guidelines is
to make it easier to find an existing trouble report given an error print-
out. This will narrow down the time spent on searching for trouble reports.
Nevertheless, there will still be no guarantee that an existing trouble report
will be found and thus, the risk of duplicated trouble reports being produced
still remains. Another problem is informing every new tester of the guidelines.
In order for the solution to have the desired effect, every tester writing trouble
reports need to interpret the guidelines in a similar way. Nevertheless, since
not all trouble reports can be directly connected to error print-outs1 it is
recommended that specific guidelines are written. It is important that they
are written in a clear and legible manner leaving as little room as possible
for misinterpretations.

3.2 Advanced colour coding scheme

The negative psychological effect of an overwhelming majority of test suites
turning red can be reduced by a more advanced colour coding scheme not
showing red most of the time. The different criteria used for determining if
a test case has passed or failed can be rated according to how important it
is to fulfil it. For example if all criteria are rated as “Important to fulfil”
or “Very important to fulfil”, test cases only failing criteria of the first type
could for example turn yellow and test cases failing one or more criteria of
the latter type could turn red, like they do today. The test suites will in
their turn, turn red if at least one included test case has turned red. The
new case will be when at least one included test case has turned yellow but
none has turned red. The test suite will then turn yellow (compare figure 3.4
with figure in Appendix B.1). The tester will still know which test suites
and which test cases failed but they will also know which ones they ought
to look into first. An idea proposed by the testers was that the presence of

1For example, erroneous documentation, bugs discovered in other ways or functionality
not fulfilling requirements are also reported in the same system.
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RNC errors or too many exceptions should result in a test turning yellow (if
the test case hasn’t for any other reason already turned red or yellow).

The colour coding scheme can be designed to take into account whether
the found errors are known, that is, already reported in the trouble reporting-
system used, or if they are unknown. A separate field can be used specially
for giving an indication about the types of error print-outs produced during
the execution of a test case. This field could with its colour separate between
three different cases: no error print-outs (green), only known error print-outs
(yellow) and unknown error print-outs (red). When the field is yellow the
tester will know that errors have occurred but no new trouble report has to
be written. This information will also help the testers determining which
failing test case is most important to look into first.

Of course, it is not necessary to use two separate fields. A single field
may be used. With a single field, the overview of a test case will be quicker
but it will also contain less information. For the entire test suite however,
a single field is enough since, if a test suite has failed, the tester still has to
look into which test case or test cases it was that failed.

Another idea originating from one of the testers whom took part in the
query is to add an extra field indicating the result of a test suite. This field
may be filled with up to three different colors depending on the outcome of
the test suite. For example if fifty percents of all included test cases passed,
then half of this field would be green. Let then say that forty percents of
the test cases turned yellow, then four tenths of the field would be yellow,
and naturally the rest would be red. Figure 3.3 shows some examples. This
would further help the testers when prioritizing which test suites to look into
first.

FAILtgs814:53:062008-04-27ST_Legacy_Suite_13h 0830_T43

PASStgs515:01:082008-04-27ST_Legacy_Suite_13h Some Label

FAILtgs916:53:062008-04-27ST_Legacy_Suite_13h Other label

FAILtgs317:53:122008-04-27ST_Legacy_Suite_13h label_x7z

Figure 3.3: Example of extra advanced color coding scheme.
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Figure 3.4: Example of advanced colour coding scheme.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

4.1 Mapping error print-outs to trouble re-

ports

As already mentioned in a previous chapter a tester spends, for each error not
known to the tester, on average between 5.5 and 6.5 minutes searching for
possible previously written trouble reports [15]. This time can in most cases
be eliminated if error print-outs are mapped to trouble reports and new error
print-outs are automatically compared with older ones in order to find out if
there are already existing trouble reports. When an error print-out matches
one from a prior test case this time can be considered saved. In the case when
an error print-out doesn’t match any error print-out from a prior test case
one can unfortunately not be sure that no trouble report exists. This since
different error print-outs can be the result of the same error and should thus
be connected with the same trouble report. In other words, in this case the
tester still has to search the trouble reporting system for a possible existing
trouble report. Two of the Legacy testers at Ericsson have estimated that on
average five errors are encountered at each Legacy test run and four of these
are already reported. In a situation were each of these errors have resulted
in a different group of error print-outs between 22 (5.5x4) and 26 (6.5x4)
minutes can be saved.

However, a new time-consuming activity is introduced. When a tester
writes a trouble report, she needs to create connections between the trouble
report and the error print-outs that the trouble report concerns. The error
print-outs can automatically be inserted into a database and creating these
connections would thus in practice only involve inserting a reference to a
trouble report into the same database for the error print-outs in question.
With the help of a simple script (see connect error and tr.pl in Appendix H)
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each connection can be created in no more than a minute or two.
The conclusion is therefore that as a significantly amount of time can be

saved, mapping error print-outs to trouble reports is strongly recommended.
This solution idea has been implemented in form of a prototype. This

prototype is described in § 5. With the help of this prototype it will be easy
for Ericsson to evaluate this solution idea more accurately. It will for example
be possible to gather statistics about exactly how many known error print-
outs that have occurred in the different test cases during a certain period of
time. With this information it will be possible to more accurately estimate
how much time has been saved during the specified period of time. The
margin of error will lie in the estimation of how much time it takes for a
tester to search for a possible existing trouble report.

4.2 Clear and specific guidelines

According to the answers from the questionnaire I believe that it would also
be a good idea to develop clear and specific guidelines for how trouble reports
are to be written. Writing such guidelines has however not been possible
within the timeframe of this master’s thesis.

4.3 Advanced colour coding scheme

Implementing and evaluating the idea of a more advanced colour coding
scheme has unfortunately not been possible within the timeframe of this
master’s thesis.
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Chapter 5

Implementation of the
prototype

A prototype of a system for mapping error print-outs to trouble reports
has been implemented. This system also parses error print-outs from test
cases and produces a log with additional information about each error print-
out. The additional information tells whether there are any trouble reports
associated with an error print-out or not. The purpose with this prototype
is to give Ericsson the opportunity to test the solution idea in practice.

5.1 Requirements

The main requirements on the system were:

1. Only open source or other forms of free software may be used.

2. Software interacting with the DBMS (Database Management System)
shall be written in Perl.

3. Code shall be well documented.

4. Code shall be well structured.

5. The system should be easy to integrate with the system currently in
use.

6. The system shall be able to run on Solaris 9.

All main requirements were stated with the purpose of making the prototype
easy to use and maintain. It was also desired that the prototype should
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be written in a way making it suitable for development of a more advanced
system implementing a full-scale solution.

One of the reasons for using Perl is that the competence for reading
and writing code in Perl already exists in the department. Most scripts in
the test environment are written in Perl. At CPAN (Comprehensive Perl
Archive Network)1, many modules for using different DBMS can be found.
The availability and easy access to such modules also makes Perl a suitable
choice of programming language. Among others, support for working with
Oracle och MySQL databases already exists. One example is the DBD::mysql
module. DBD::mysql is the Perl5 Database Interface driver for the MySQL
database. In other words: DBD::mysql is an interface between the Perl
programming language and the MySQL programming API that comes with
the MySQL relational database management system. [16] An equivalent
module for working with Oracle also exists and is of extra interest since the
trouble reporting system is based on Oracle.

5.2 Design & Implementation

Having in mind that the purpose of the prototype is to map error print-outs
to trouble reports and not to create a database model as large as possible
describing in detail all involved entities, a minimal database model was de-
veloped. This model is presented in figure 5.1. The implementation of this
model is found in Appendix I. The choice of database management system
to use fell upon MySQL. It is one of the worlds most popular open source
database management systems. Some of the many pros with MySQL are:
it is reliable, relatively fast and works on many different platforms, Solaris
included.

In order to gain good structure and scalability, the rest of the system was
divided into the following parts:

• An executable file, insert into db.pl, which takes as input a file with
unedited error print-outs and inserts edited error print-outs into the
database.

• An executable file, make summary log.pl, which takes the name and
date of test-case and produces a summary log over the error print-outs
from that test-case. In this log, for each error print-out, additional
information will be presented (like described in figure 3.1). Information

1A large collection of Perl software and documentation. CPAN can be found for exam-
ple at http://www.cpan.org/ and http://www.perl.com/CPAN/
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Figure 5.1: ER-diagram

revealing if an error print-out is known (that is, it has occurred before)
or unknown will be included. In case an error print-out is known,
information about related TRs and their status will also be presented.
For simplicity this script only creates an additional summary log. In
the long term it would of course be untenable to have two different
summary logs. For testing this is however not only acceptable but also
desirable since minimal effect on existing systems and environment is
wanted. The idea is however that this log should replace the existing
3Gsim Summary Log (see Appendix B.4).

• An executable file, connect error and tr.pl, which is used for creating
connections between error print-outs and a trouble reports.

• A class, Error, for the entity Error described in the ER-schema shown
in figure 5.1 and implemented in the relation error (see Appendix I, file
create db.sql).
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• A class for the entity TR described in the ER-schema shown in figure 5.1
and implemented in the relation tr (see Appendix I, file create db.sql).

• ThreeGsimDB, a package containing functionality for connecting to the
3GsimDataBase (see figure 5.1 and Appendix H).

• A package ClearDDTSDB containing functionality for connecting to
the database storing the trouble reports.

API and source code for these modules are found in Appendix F and Ap-
pendix H respectively. In Appendix G a class diagram for the two classes
Error and TroubleReport is found. A minimal change of existing systems and
environment is wanted. This is important since if Ericsson decides that the
benefit of using the prototype is too small, it would not be very disruptive
to change back to the old system.

5.3 Integration

The prototype described in this chapter has been integrated with the tools
in the test environment at Ericsson. The first step involved setting up the
new database to be used for storing error print-outs and connections between
error print-outs and trouble reports - the mapping. This was done with the
help of the sql scripts, setup db.sql, create db.sql and create functions.sql.
Source code for these scripts is included in Appendix I.

As previously mentioned a minimal change of the existing environment
was desired. This requirement was easily fulfilled. The database mentioned
above and the system for trouble reporting and its database are independent
from each other, and only two more scripts were needed to be executed au-
tomatically, insert into dp.pl and make summary log.pl (information about
these scripts can be found previously in this chapter and in Appendix F and
Appendix H). These two scripts could be called from existing scripts with-
out any major changes. The first script mentioned, insert into dp.pl, inserts
new error print-outs to the new database. The latter, make summary log.pl,
creates, for a specified test case, a summary log with additional information
as described in the privious sub-chapter. As already mentioned in § 4.1 a
manual activity is also needed. When creating a new TR or discovering a
new error print-out connected to an error already reported the testers now
need to insert a connection between the error print-out and the TR. To their
help they have the script, connect errors and tr.pl. In addition to the infor-
mation about this script, presented previously in this chapter, more detailed
information is presented in Appendix F and Appendix H.
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Now, for every test case, an additional summary log, as described previ-
ously in this chapter, will be created. For each error print-out found in the
database the testers will in this log see that these error print-outs have been
encountered before and also which trouble reports are connected to each of
these error print-outs. Also the status of the connected trouble reports will
be displayed. Looking at this new log instead of the old 3Gsim Summary Log
(see Appendix B.4) when analysing the test results will be the big change
for the testers when using this prototype. Important not to forget is that for
this solution to work, the testers are, as also previously mentioned, required
to create connections between error print-outs and new trouble reports.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

A lot of time is wasted on searching for trouble reports. Most of this time can
be eliminated by mapping error print-outs to trouble reports and automati-
cally comparing new error print-outs with previous ones. The mapping will
also help preventing the creation of duplicated trouble reports being writ-
ten. This solution will have the greatest impact on the improvement of the
efficiency.

Another way to enhance the efficiency is to develop a more advanced
color coding scheme than the one used today. This color scheme will help
the testers making the right priorities when processing the test results.

Furthermore, these two solutions result in a very valuable indirect ame-
lioration. This amelioration consists of a more positive work attitude which
will lead to more motivated employees.

A prototype implementing the first solution has been created. This pro-
totype consists of a database for storing error print-outs and several perl
scripts. The tasks of the scritps are to insert new error print-outs into the
database after the completion of a test case and to create an additional sum-
mary log, a more advanced form of the 3Gsim Summary Log. Also available
is a script to be used when a connection between an error print-out and a
trouble reports is to be created. The prototype gives Ericsson AB the possi-
bility to test the solution idea in practice. By doing so, they will be able to
determine if producing a full scale version can be economically justified.

It is recommended that Ericsson AB continue the work initiated by this
study, by developing a more advanced color coding scheme, as a suggestion
by using the ideas presented in § 3. It is also recommended that they compose
proper guidelines for how 3Gsim trouble reports are to be written.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

3G Third Generation

API Application Programming Interface

DBMS Database Management System

CN Core Network

CPP Connectivity Packet Platform

OK All Correct

RAN Radio Access Network

RBS Radio Base Station

RNC Radio Network Controller

TR Trouble Report

UE User Equipment

WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
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Appendix B

Presentation of test results

The 3Gsim System Test result page (presented in § B.1) is the main page of
the test result web pages. It shows a list of the latest performed test suites
and their outcome as indicated by the field, Status. In order to look deeper
into the results of a test suite you simply click on the test suite. You then get
directed to the Test Suite Details web page (presented in § B.2). This page
shows information about the test suite and lists the test cases of which the
test suite consisted. The names of the passed test cases are printed in green
and the names of the failed test cases are printed in red. For each failed test
case, information about why the test case failed is presented. By clicking on
a test case one is directed to the Test Case Details web page (presented in
§ B.3). On this page, links to different logs are found. For example a link to
the 3Gsim Summary Log. An example of a 3Gsim Summary Log is found in
§ B.4.

In the last section (§ B.5) of this chapter some examples of unedited error
print-outs are presented.

B.1 Latest Test Suites

The following two pages show an example of the 3Gsim System Test result
web page showing the latest test suites. They form an example and are not
a complete copy of the original page.
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B.2 Test Suite Details

The following two pages show the details of the results of a specific test suite.
They form an example and are not a complete copy of the original page.
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B.3 Test Case Details

The following page shows the details of the results of a specific test case. It
is only an example and is not a complete copy of the original page.
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B.4 3Gsim Summary Log

The following two pages show an example of a 3Gsim Summary Log. They
form an example and are not a complete copy of the original page.
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------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total number of polls: 88 
 
Using the following values: 
     Node name:                         tgs5 
     Password:                          x 
     Link paths to be polled:           all 
     Poll time:                         10 seconds 
     Report interval:                   30 seconds 
     Max error message line length:     100 
 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008 ===================== START LIST OF ERRORS =================== 
 
    6954:  Found in boards: 0024001   
           tgs_uestack_proc UE.cc:4416 ERROR:UE(0x0: IMSI=x): too many postpones. deactivate 
UE 
 
      38:  Found in boards: 0024001   
           tgs_uestack_proc UeStackAal5ConnHdlProxy.cc:431 
ERROR:UeStackAal5ConnHdlProxy::connEstRej Connection 
            to  sp x/tgs_uestack_proc rejected with reason 786444 
 
      38:  Found in boards: 001000   
           tgs_aal5_conn_hdl aal5_conn_hdl_proc.cc:184 CHECK:ERROR STATUS 
 
      37:  Found in boards: 001500   
           tgs_rrc StdStateReleasingSrbs.cc:282 ERROR:RRC: No response from RLC/MAC, imsi=x 
 
      24:  Found in boards: 001400   
           tgs_ue_bg_proc UebgPsStateGmmAttached.cc:368 ERROR:UE:x, PS:GMM Attached (React), 
2xPsInt64/64: Wron 
           g number of PDP contexts in the current UeService. 
 
       3:  Found in boards: 001000   
           tgs_aal5_conn_hdl Aal5ConnHdlCppIf.cc:573 ERROR:Resource down: x 
 
       3:  Found in boards: 001000   
           tgs_ci_proc aal0eri.c:1701 ERROR:AAL0ERI attach issued when client already 
Attached: clientId = x; a 
           ctorId  = 1 
 
       1:  Found in boards: 001000   
           tgs_aal5_conn_hdl Aal5ConnHdlClientIf.cc:778 ERROR:Client sp/tgs_uestack_proc 
detached *, x 
 
 
Total errors: 7136 
Total - Last Total: +374 
 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008 ------------------- END LIST OF ERRORS --------------------- 
 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008  ===================== START LIST OF EXCEPTIONS =================== 
     380:  Found in boards: 0024001   
           tgs_uestack_proc UE.cc:8690 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: UE:x: FP Exception: UE(0x0: IMSI=x):: 
Could not send for 
            200 ms, 20 attempts, DCH=1,deactivate UE  
 
     133:  Found in boards: 001400   
           tgs_ue_bg_proc UebgStdGenerator.cc:7115 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: UE:x: UE TB EXC: UE:x, 
Started, PsInt64/64:  
           The activity cycle x has failed. Successful activity cycle counter=x. 



       
      13:  Found in boards: 001400   
           tgs_ue_sg_proc UesgGmmRegistered.cc:551 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: UE:x: UE NAS GMM EXC: 
Received NAS GMM Detac 
           h Request from CN, state = GMM-REGISTERED, detach type = 2 
 
       8:  Found in boards: 000500   
           tgs_sync_slave sync_slave_proc.cc:1515 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: RBS:Unknown: SYNC 
Exception: frameNumber=(x)  
           is drifting -x us, use sysClockFrameNumber=(x) instead  
 
       6:  Found in boards: 000800   
           tgs_sgsn_sg_proc ranapHandler.cc:4763 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: SGSN:x: RANAP Exception: 
Attempt to send RANAP 
            message when no SCCP connection exists, IMSI=x 
 
       3:  Found in boards: 000800   
           tgs_sgsn_sg_proc ranapHandler.cc:3844 TRACE1:TGS_LOG: SGSN:x: RANAP Exception: 
Attempt to send RANAP 
            message when no SCCP connection exists, IMSI=x 
 
 
Total exceptions: 882 
Total - Last Total: +35 
 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008 --------------------- END LIST OF EXCEPTIONS ------------------ 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008 ===================== START LIST OF PMDs =================== 
 
 
Total pmds: 0 
Total - Last Total: +0 
 
Fri Feb 15 07:02:22 2008 ------------------- END LIST OF PMDs --------------------- 



B.5 Unedited error print-outs

On the following page examples of unedited error print-outs are shown.
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[2007-03-28 03:53:18.196] 000800/tgs_sgsn_bg_proc 
PdpContextState.cc:257 ERROR:Unex 
pected event 0x150080F in state stop_userdata, 
imsi=235911212218022 
 
[2007-03-28 03:53:18.792] 001500/tgs_ue_bg_proc 
../../../common/rss/include/RssRABdbBase.hh:355 CHECK:ri_p != 
0 
 
[2007-03-28 03:53:18.792] 001500/tgs_ue_bg_proc 
UebgStatePsUraPch.cc:1005 CHECK:rabDb_p->serviceGroup(rabDb_p-
>getId(stdGen_p->getRabStateDescr(newRabStateValue)), 
fromUeServiceGroup) && rabDb_p->serviceGroup(rabDb_p-
>getId(stdGen_p->getRabStateDescr(currentRabState)), 
toUeServiceGroup) 
 
[2007-03-28 03:53:18.792] 001500/tgs_ue_bg_proc 
Uebg_proc.cc:263 CHECK:ERROR STATUS 
 
[2007-04-04 07:50:59.797] 011000/sp4.lnh/tgs_uestack_proc 
MACc_UE.cc:816 ERROR:no UE found with this urnti=0xcc0c3e3 in 
cell=1523 
 
[2007-04-04 07:53:38.260] 012400/tgs_rrc 
StdStateWaitingForAddedDchCep.cc:175 ERROR:No CEP found for 
RL, imsi=235913211000045, PN code:UL=12934084,DL=286, Ch. 
code:DL=(256,24) 
 
[2007-04-04 08:07:51.025] 010300/sp1.lnh/tgs_uestack_proc 
FHUE.cc:2541 ERROR:UE(0x100011a: IMSI=235913211000885):Discard 
frame 
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Enkätfrågor 
 
Inledning 
Denna enkät utgör ett av momenten i processen att undersöka hur ert arbete med 
utvärdering av testresultat kan effektiviseras. Era svar kommer också bidraga till en 
förändringsanalys som delvis kommer att ligga till grund för kraven som skall ställas på 
eventuella lösningsmetoder. De två första frågorna är extra viktiga och kan ta lite tid att 
svara på, titta gärna på dem så tidigt som möjligt.  
 
Instruktioner 
Spara denna fil med namnet enkät_ditt-signum.doc (ex. enkät_qkarlst.doc). Läs och svara 
på frågorna och skicka sen den ifyllda enkäten till qkarlst. För att kunna använda 
klickboxarna måste du stänga av Design Mode. Detta görs i verktygsfältet Control 
Toolbox (verktygsfälten hittas under View och sen Toolbar). 
Anledningen till att enkäten inte är anonym är jag om det behövs kommer att hålla 
kompletterande intervjuer. 
Svara senast fredag 13 april, vecka 15, 2007. 
 
Terminologi 
Med fel eller redigerade felutskrifter menas fel (errors eller exceptions) så som de 
presenteras i 3GSim Summary log. Med felinstans menas de oredigerade felutskrifter 
som fås genom pollning från nod. Oredigerade felutskrifter förkommer i 3GSim 
Extended Log. 
 
Tidsåtgång – rapportskrivning: 
Om du inte känner att du inte redan har en mycket exakt uppfattning om svaren på dessa 
frågor så mät tidsåtgången vid ett flertal tillfällen.  

1. Hur lång tid tar det i genomsnitt för dig att söka efter eventuella existerande TR (i 
syfte att ta reda på om det redan skrivits en TR för felet i fråga eller om du ska 
skriva en)? 

Svar: … 
 

2. Hur lång tid tar det i genomsnitt för dig att skriva en TR? Denna tid skall 
inkludera alla moment som krävs för att skriva en TR, även tid det tar att söka 
efter eventuell existerande TR. 

Svar: … 
 

3. Vad är den kortaste tiden det tagit dig att skriva en TR? 
Svar: … 

 
4. Vad är den längsta tiden det tagit dig att skriva en TR? 

Svar: … 
 

 
 



Angående presentationen av testresultaten: 
Testresultat presenteras som ni vet på http://3gsim.lmera.ericsson.se/system-test/ och i 
flertalet filer så som t.ex. 3GSim Summary Log och 3GSim Extended Log. 

5. Ser du några brister/nackdelar med dagens presentation av testresultaten? (om ja, 
vilka?) 

Ja Nej  
Brister: … 

 
6. Anser du att information presenteras som är ointressant eller icke relevant för dig? 

(om ja, ange vad för information) 
Ja Nej  

Icke relevant information: … 
 

7. Känner du att du saknar information för att kunna dra korrekta slutsatser av 
testresultaten? (om ja, vad saknar du) 

Ja Nej  
Saknar: … 

 
8. Har du några förslag på hur presentationen skulle kunna ändras för att underlätta 

ditt arbete? (om ja, beskriv kortfattat dina förslag) 
Ja Nej  

Svar: … 
 

9. För att minska mängden fel (som listas i 3GSim Summary Log) filtreras 
informations bort från felutskrifter, t.ex. datum, klockslag och imsi-nr. Ett 
exempel på information som inte sållas bort är illegal li-nr. Detta gör att 
felutskrifter med olika illegal li-nr inte listas som ett fel utan som flera olika fel.  
Känner du till någon annan typ av information som du tror det skulle vara 
lämpligt att filtrera bort med avsikt att uppnå en mer generell gruppering av fel? 
(om ja, vad?) 

Ja Nej  
Lämpligt att filtrerar bort: … 

 
10. Skulle det vara av nytta att ha tillgång till den information som idag sållas bort? 

T.ex. så skulle varje fel (gruppering av redigerade felutskrifter) kunna utgöra en 
länk till ett dokument / en websida där all information listas om just de 
felinstanserna av felet i fråga (d.v.s. oredigerade felutskrifter). 

Ja Nej  
Eventuell kommentar: … 

 
 
 
 



Rapportskrivning 
11. Beskriv kortfattat hur du avgör vad som skall skrivas i sloganfältet när du skapar 

en ny TR! 
Svar: … 

 
12. När du skall söka i ClearDDTS för att ta reda på om ett visst fel (eller annan 

anledning till att skriva TR) redan är inrapporterat, hur lätt eller svårt tycker du 
det är att hitta felrapporter som andra testare har skrivit? 

Mycket svårt Ganska svårt Ganska lätt Mycket lätt
 

 
13. När du skall söka efter en felrapport (och du inte känner till TR-numret (defect), 

t.ex. SFOqa00175), vilka fält utnyttjar du då? 
Svar: … 

 
14. Känner du till något dokument, websida eller liknande som ger en övergripande 

bild eller helt enkelt bara listar alla (eller en klar majoritet) dokument som till 
någon del beskriver hur TR skall skrivas? (om ja, vad?) 

Ja Nej  
Känner till: … 

 
 
Innan du började jobba med utvärdering av testresultat.  

15. Hur lärde du dig att skriva felrapporter? (flera svarsalternativ är möjliga) 
a. Jag gick en kurs eller annan form av formell utbildning på Ericsson. (om 

ja, beskriv kortfattat utbildningens form!) 
Ja Nej  

Utbildning: … 
 

b. Jag läste dokumentation som beskrev vad en felrapport ska innehålla. (om 
ja, vilka?) 

Ja Nej  
Har läst: … 

 
c. Jag tittade på gamla felrapporter. 

Ja Nej  
 

d. En annan anställd berättade för mig hur jag skulle göra. 
Ja Nej  

 
e. Annat alternativ. Vadå? 

Svar: … 
 

 



Efter att du börjat jobba med test. 
16. Har du gått någon form av utbildning för att bli bättre på att skriva TR på ett 

korrekt sätt? (om ja, beskriv kortfattat utbildningens form!) 
Ja Nej  

Utbildning: … 
 

17. Har du läst någon dokumentation om hur TR ska skrivas? (om ja, vad?, lista 
svaren!) 

Ja Nej  
Har läst: … 

 
 
Förslag till förbättringar (skriv åtminstone en kortfattad beskrivning av varje idé) 

18. Har du några förslag till förbättringar av verktygen (skript, ClearDDTS, etc.)  ni 
använder er av idag?  

Ja Nej  
Förslag: … 

 
19. Har du några förslag på hur ert arbete med utvärdering av testresultat kan 

effektiviseras utan ändra på verktygen ni använder er av? 
Ja Nej  

Förslag: … 
 

20. Har du några övriga kommentarer, tankar eller idéer är dessa också varmt 
välkomna. 

Kommentar: …  
 

 
Tack för din hjälp! 
KG 
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Appendix E

Summary of answers to
questionnaire

Below a short summary of the answers to the questionnaire is presented.
The conclusions drawn from the answers and the rest of the investigation are
presented in § 2.

Question 1
The testers spend on average between 5.5 and 6.5 minutes searching
for possible already existing trouble reports. The median value among
the answers is 5-10 minutes

Question 1 2
In a normal case, it takes a tester anything between 5 minutes and a
couple of hours to write a trouble report. The median value among the
answers is 15 minutes.

Question 3
The average minimal time it takes for a tester to write a trouble report
is 7.5 minutes. The median value among the answers is 5 minutes.

Question 4
In cases within the normal, the longest time it takes for a tester to
write a trouble report is on average just over an hour. The median
value among the answers is 1 hour exactly.

Question 5
About one half of the answers were negative. Most of the positive
answers expressed that some specific information was desired that was
not presented at the time of the questionnaire.
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Question 6
About half of the testers find that some of the information presented is
of no interest or is non-relevant for them. The other half of the testers
have given a negative answer.

Question 7
About half of the testers has given a positive answer and the other half
a negative one.

Question 8
The given suggestions are: Mark error print-outs with relevant TR-
number. Function for listing test results by the tester who ran the
tests. Function for listing error print-out by a type of id number. Make
it easier to compare test results from two different legacy tests.

Question 9
All participants of the survey have given a negative answer.

Question 10
About half of the testers has given a positive answer and the other half
a negative one.

Question 11
The level of abstraction of the answers makes it difficult to summarize
them. Even though several testers seem to have a similar understanding
of how to fill in the slogan field, it is obvious that the general idea is
not shared by everyone.

Question 12
A majority answered, pretty easy, and the rest, pretty difficult.

Question 13
If not knowing the id number of the trouble report, most commonly
the testers use only the slogan field when searching for trouble reports.

Question 14
All answers were negative.

Question 15 a
All answers were negative.

Question 15 b
All answers were negative.
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Question 15 c
All answers were positive.

Question 15 d
All answers were positive.

Question 15 e
One tester answered experience from previous employments. Another
answer was that you learned little by little through discussions etcetera.

Question 16
A clear majority of the answers were negative.

Question 17
A clear majority of the answers were negative.

Question 18 & 19
Create guidelines for what to write in the slogan field in the trouble
reports. Create a webpage with a summary of errors, their symptoms
and consequences along with TR numbers. This page could help to
decrease the need for searching of TRs in the TR database. Create
better information of the tools, how they are used and what different
things mean. For example what is IFHO and why is it interesting to
look at this? List known error print-outs in a separate list or mark
them with another colour in the summary logs.

Question 20
The only comment was a suggestion to let the coloured field indicating
the result of a test suite indicate the percentage of the test cases being
successful or failed. For example if half of the test cases in the suite
failed then half of the field should be red and the other half green.
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Appendix F

API

insert into db.pl
Reads file with unedited error print-outs and inserts edited error print-outs
into the database.
Usage:

<arguments> [options]
Arguments:

-i | --inputfile Name of the file with error print-outs to be inserted into
the database.

-l | --logfile Name of logfile. Information about the parsing of the
input-file is written to this file.

-t | --testcase The name of the testcase.
-d | --date The date and time of the testcase.
-a All information printed to logfile also printed to standard

output.
Options:

-u | --usage Prints usage information.
-v | --verbose Print verbose information.

Table F.1: API for executable script insert into db.pl
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make summary log.pl
Takes the name and date of test-case and produces a summary log over the
error print-outs from that test-case.
Usage:

<arguments> [options]
Arguments:

-t | --testcase The name of the testcase.
-d | --date The date and time of the testcase.
-f | --outputfile The name of the output-file.

textsfOptions:
-u | --usage Prints usage information.
-v | --verbose Print verbose information.

Table F.2: API for executable script make summary log.pl

connect error and tr.pl
Inserts connection between an error and a trouble report.
Usage:

<arguments> [options]
or
<the id of the error> <the TR-identifier> [options]

Arguments:
-e | --error The id of the error.
-t | --tr The identifier of the trouble report.

Options:
-u | --usage Prints usage information.
-v | --verbose Print verbose information.

Table F.3: API for executable script connect error and tr.pl
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Class Error
A class for the entity Error described in the ER-schema shown in figure 5.1
and implemented in the relation tr (see Appendix I, file create db.sql).

Constructor
new($key)

Creates a new Error with the specified key and returns a reference to
the new object.

Parameters:
$key – The key of this Error.

Methods
findAttributes($self, $dbh)

Queries the database1 for this objects attributes.
Parameters:

$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

findEqualErrors($self, $dbh)
Connects to the database2 and queries for keys of errors equal to this.
NB that findAttributes has to be called before this method is called.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

Table will continue on following page

findTRs($self, $dbh)
Connects to the database3 and queries for names of the trouble re-
ports associeated with the error print-outs grouped together in this
object. Then creates TroubleReports4 with the names found.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

Table F.4: API for class Error
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Class Error
Methods (continuation)
findTRStatus($self, $ClearDDTS dbh)

Prints this object to the provided output channel.
Parameters:

$self – This objects reference to itself.
$ClearDDTS dbh – The database handle needed for quering the
database.

print($self, $FH )
Tells this object’s TroubleReport to find their status.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$FH – The filehandle to be used for printing.

Table F.5: API for class Error (continuation)
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Class TroubleReport
A class for the entity TR described in the ER-schema shown in figure 5.1
and implemented in the relation tr (see Appendix I, file create db.sql).

Constructor
new($key)

Creates a new Error with the specified key and returns a reference to
the new object.

Parameters:
$key – The key of this Error.

Methods
findAttributes($self, $dbh)

Queries the database5 for this objects attributes.
Parameters:

$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

findEqualErrors($self, $dbh)
Connects to the database6 and queries for keys of errors equal to this.
NB that findAttributes has to be called before this method is called.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

findTRs($self, $dbh)
Connects to the database7 and queries for names of the trouble re-
ports associeated with the error print-outs grouped together in this
object. Then creates TroubleReports8 with the names found.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$dbh – The database handle needed for quering the database.

findTRStatus($self, $ClearDDTS dbh)
Tells this object’s TroubleReports to find their status.

Parameters:
$self – This objects reference to itself.
$ClearDDTS dbh – The database handle needed for quering the
database.

Table will continue on following page

Table F.6: API for class TroubleReport
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Class TroubleReport
Methods (continuation)
print($self, $FH )

Prints this object to the provided output channel.
Parameters:

$self – This objects reference to itself.
$FH – The filehandle to be used for printing.

Table F.7: API for class TroubleReport (continuation)

Package ThreeGsimDB
Functions
ConnectToDB3Gsim()

Used for connecting to 3gsim test results. Returns a database file
handle.

Table F.8: API for package ThreeGsimDB

Package ClearDDTSDB
Functions
ConnectToDB3Gsim()

Used for connecting to 3gsim test results. Returns a database file
handle.

Table F.9: API for package ClearDDTSDB
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Class Diagram
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new($key) : $self
findAttributes($self, $dbh)
findEqualErrors($self, $dbh)
findTRs($self, $dbh)
findTRStatus($self, $ClearDDTS dbh)
print($self, $FH)

$_key
$_message
$_message_id
$_quantity
$_nr_of_testcases
$_trs
$_keys_to_equal_errors
$_indirect_trs
@printable_attributes

Error

new($key) : $self
findAttributes($self, $dbh)
findEqualErrors($self, $dbh)
findTRs($self, $dbh)
findTRStatus($self, $ClearDDTS dbh)
print($self, $FH)

$_status
$_name

TroubleReport

connected to

0..N

0..N
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#!/app/perl/5.8.4/bin/perl -w 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Reads file with unedited error print-outs and inserts edited 
###   error print-outs into the database. 
### 
###   If modifying this file, think about not dying (die) or exiting 
###   (exit) without disconnecting the database handle 
###   ($dbh->disconnect();). 
### 
###   Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
###   2008-01-17  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
###               suitable for printing. 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use Getopt::Long; 
use lib '/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.56/lib'; 
use DBI; 
use lib "/vobs/3gsim/3gsim_products/3gsim/tools/ShowTraceErrorLogs/lib"; 
use TgsUpdateTeLogStatistics; 
use ThreeGsimDB; 
 
# Variables 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
my $inputFile = ''; 
my $logFile = ''; 
my $testcase = ''; 
my $date = ''; 
my $maxLineLength = 2500; 
my $logInfo_to_stdout = 0; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Main(); 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Main 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Main 
{ 
    ParseCmdLine(); 
    open (LOG, ">", $logFile) or die "The log file $logFile", 
                                " could not be opened: $!\n"; 
    open (INPUT, $inputFile) or die "Failed to open input", 



                                  " file $inputFile: $!\n"; 
    my $dbh = ConnectToDB3Gsim(); 
    # Insert the testcase in the database. 
    my $sth = $dbh->prepare("select insert_testcase(?, ?)"); 
    $sth->execute($testcase, $date); 
    # Stored function insert_testcase expected to return key for 
    # inserted test-case. 
    my @testcase = $sth->fetchrow_array; 
    InsertIntoDatabase($dbh, $testcase[0], \*INPUT, \*LOG); 
    $dbh->commit; 
    $sth->finish(); 
    $dbh->disconnect; 
    close LOG; 
    close INPUT; 
} #END sub Main 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Check 
# 
# Checks the inputparameters 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Check 
{ 
    unless ($date) 
    { 
        print "Date of testcase not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    unless ($date =~ m/^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}_\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}$/) 
    { 
        unless ($date =~ m/^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2} \d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}$/) 
        { 
            print "Date of testcase not of the right format.\nRight", 
            " format is <YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS> or", 
            " <YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS>.\n", 
            " You entered: <$date>\n", 
            " If you use the first format you probably have to put", 
            " \"\naround the argument.\n"; 
            aux(); 
        } 
    } 
    $date =~ s/_/ /; 
    unless ($testcase) 
    { 
        print "Testcase not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    unless ($inputFile) 
    { 
        print "Input file not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    unless ($logFile) 
    { 
        print "Log file not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    sub aux 
    { 



        print "Use flags -u or --usage for usage information.\n"; 
        exit (0); 
    } 
} #END sub Check 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ParseCmdLine 
# 
# Parses the command line. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub ParseCmdLine 
{ 
    my $usage; 
    my $verbose; 
    # Get possible options 
    GetOptions( 
               "inputfile=s"  => \$inputFile, 
               "i=s"          => \$inputFile, 
               "logfile=s"    => \$logFile, 
               "l=s"          => \$logFile, 
               "verbose"      => \$verbose, 
               "v"            => \$verbose, 
               "usage"        => \$usage, 
               "u"            => \$usage, 
               "testcase=s"   => \$testcase, 
               "t=s"          => \$testcase, 
               "date=s"       => \$date, 
               "d=s"          => \$date, 
               "a"            => \$logInfo_to_stdout 
               ); 
    # Check if usage information shall be printed. 
    if ($usage) 
    { 
        Usage(); 
        exit(0); 
    } 
    # Check input parameters. 
    Check(); 
    # Print verbose if $verbose. 
    Verbose() if $verbose; 
} #END sub ParseCmdLine 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Usage 
# 
# Prints usage information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Usage{ 
    print STDOUT <<END_USAGE_INFO 
############################### USAGE ################################ 
 
Reads file with error print-outs and inserts error print-outs 
into the database. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Usage: 
    <Arguments> [<Options>] 
         



    Arguments 
    -------------------------------------------------------------- 
    --inputfile     Name of the file with error print-outs to be 
    -i              inserted into the database. 
 
    --logfile       Name of logfile. Information about the parsing of 
    -l              the input-file is written to this file. 
         
    --testcase      The name of the testcase. 
    -t 
         
    --date          The date and time of the testcase. 
    -d 
 
    -a              All information printed to logfile also 
                    printed to standard output. 
 
    Options 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    --usage         Prints usage information. 
    -u 
         
    --verbose       Print verbose-info. 
    -v 
 
############################## END USAGE ############################# 
    END_USAGE_INFO 
} #END sub Usage 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Verbose 
# 
# Prints input information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Verbose{ 
    print STDOUT " 
############################## VERBOSE ############################### 
 
    insert_into_db.pl 
 
    Given arguments 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    input-file      $inputFile 
    log-file        $logFile 
    test-case       $testcase 
    date            $date 
 
############################ END VERBOSE ############################# 
"; 
} #END sub Verbose 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# InsertIntoDatabase 
# 
# Parses the input and inserts error print-outs into 
# the database. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 



sub InsertIntoDatabase 
{  
    my $dbh = shift; 
    my $testcase = shift; 
    my $INPUT = shift; 
    my $LOG = shift; 
    my $ErrStr = "ERROR:|CHECK:"; 
    my %errors; 
    my $sth; 
    while (<$INPUT>) 
    { 
        chomp; 
        my $line = $_; 
        if ($line =~ m/$ErrStr/) 
        { # Error 
            $line = FilterErrorMessage($line); 
            if ($line =~ m/^\d+ /) 
            { 
                my $count; 
                ($count, $line) = ($line =~ /^(\d+) (.*)$/); 
                # Update the number of times this error has occurred. 
                $errors{$line} = $count; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                $errors{$line}++; 
            } 
            # Update the number of times this error has occurred. 
            $errors{$line}++; 
        } 
    } 
    # Insert error into database. 
    foreach my $error (keys %errors) 
    { 
        # Check that error-string not to long to fit into database 
        if (length($error) > $maxLineLength) 
        { 
            my $w_message = sprintf("WARNING: Error-message to long", 
                     " to fit in database.\n$error\nMessage will be", 
                 " truncated before insertion into database.\n\n\n"); 
            print LOG $w_message; 
            $logInfo_to_stdout and print STDOUT $w_message; 
            # Truncate error-message. 
            $error = substr($error, 0, $maxLineLength); 
        } 
        # Insert the error into the database. 
        $sth = $dbh->prepare("select insert_error(?, ?, ?)"); 
        $sth->execute($error, $errors{$error}, $testcase); 
         
        # Key of inserted error-string is returned. 
        # Not used. 
        my $rv = $sth->fetchrow_array; 
        if ($rv == 0) 
        { 
            # Stored function expected to return 0 if testcase does 
            # not exist, else the id of the inserted error. If the 
            # error already exist the id of the equal already existing 
            # error is returned. 
            my $w_message = sprintf("ERROR: Failed to insert error", 
                                    " into database.", 
                                    " Testcase did not exist.\n", 



                                    "Error-message: $error\n", 
                                    "Testcase-id: $testcase\n"); 
            print LOG $w_message; 
            $logInfo_to_stdout and print STDOUT $w_message; 
        } 
    } 
} #END sub InsertIntoDatabase 



#!/app/perl/5.8.4/bin/perl -w 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Inserts a connection between an error and a trouble report. 
### 
###   If modifying this file, think about not dying (die) or exiting 
###   (exit) without disconnecting the database handle 
###   ($dbh->disconnect();). 
### 
###   Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
###   2008-01-17  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
###               suitable for printing. 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use Getopt::Long; 
use lib '/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.56/lib'; 
use DBI; 
use lib "/vobs/3gsim/3gsim_products/3gsim/tools/ShowTraceErrorLogs/lib"; 
use TgsUpdateTeLogStatistics; 
use ThreeGsimDB; 
use ClearDDTSDB; 
 
# Variables 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
my $error_id = $ARGV[0]; 
my $tr_identifier = $ARGV[1]; 
my $dbh; 
my $ClearDDTS_dbh; 
my $sth; 
my $ClearDDTS_sth; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Main(); 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Main 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Main 
{ 
    ParseCmdLine(); 
    # Connect to database. 
    $dbh = ConnectToDB3Gsim(); 
    # Check if error exist. 



    $sth = $dbh->prepare("select Id from error where Id = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($error_id); 
    unless (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array()) 
    { 
        print "No such error ($error_id) in database.\n"; 
        DBDisconnect(); 
        exit (1); 
    } 
    # Connect to ClearDDTS database. 
    $ClearDDTS_dbh = ConnectToDBClearDDTS(); 
    # Check if trouble report exist 
    $ClearDDTS_sth = $ClearDDTS_dbh->prepare("SELECT identifier 
                       FROM ddts.DEFECTS WHERE identifier = ?"); 
    $ClearDDTS_sth->execute($tr_identifier); 
    unless (my @rv = $ClearDDTS_sth->fetchrow_array()) 
    { 
        print "No such trouble report ($tr_identifier) in ClearDDTS.\n"; 
        DBDisconnect(); 
        exit (2); 
    } 
    if (length ($tr_identifier) > 25) 
    { 
        print "ERROR in implementaion! TR-identifier", 
        " ($tr_identifier)\nfound", 
        " in ClearDDTS but to long to fit in 3gsim_test_result.tr.\n", 
        "Report to the database administrator of the", 
        " 3gsim_test_result", 
        " database.\n"; 
        DBDisconnect(); 
        exit (3); 
    } 
    # Check that entry doesn't alread exist. 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("select * from tr where Name = ? and 
                                                 Error = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($tr_identifier, $error_id); 
    if (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array()) 
    { 
        print "Entry already exist in database.\n"; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        # Insert connection. 
        $sth = $dbh->prepare("insert into tr (Name, Error) 
                                          values (?, ?)"); 
        $sth->execute($tr_identifier, $error_id); 
        # Commit 
        $dbh->commit; 
    } 
    # Disconnect from databases. 
    DBDisconnect(); 
 
    #doc-------------------------------------------------------------- 
    # DBDDisconnect 
    # 
    # Internal function. Disconnect the database handles used. 
    # 
    # Arguments: none 
    #end-------------------------------------------------------------- 
    sub DBDisconnect 
    { 
        $sth->finish() if (defined $sth); 



        $dbh->disconnect if (defined $dbh); 
        $ClearDDTS_sth->finish() if (defined $ClearDDTS_sth); 
        $ClearDDTS_dbh->disconnect if (defined $ClearDDTS_dbh); 
    } 
} #END sub Main 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Check 
# 
# Checks the inputparameters 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Check 
{  
    unless ($error_id) 
    { 
        print "Missing input. Id of error specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    unless ($error_id =~ m/\d+/) 
    { 
        print "Wrong format of input. The id of an error may only", 
                                          " consist of didgits.\n"; 
    } 
    unless ($tr_identifier) 
    { 
        print "Missing input. Identifier of trouble report not", 
                                                " specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    sub aux 
    { 
        print "Use flags -u or --usage for usage information.\n"; 
        exit (0); 
    } 
} #END sub Check 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ParseCmdLine 
# 
# Parses the command line. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub ParseCmdLine 
{ 
    my $usage; 
    my $verbose; 
    # Get possible options 
    GetOptions( 
               "error=i"  => \$error_id, 
               "e=i"      => \$error_id, 
               "tr=s"     => \$tr_identifier, 
               "t=s"      => \$tr_identifier, 
               "verbose"  => \$verbose, 
               "v"        => \$verbose, 
               "usage"    => \$usage, 
               "u"        => \$usage 
               ); 
    # Check if usage information shall be printed. 



    if ($usage) 
    { 
        Usage(); 
        exit(0); 
    } 
    Check(); 
    # Print verbose if $verbose. 
    Verbose() if $verbose; 
} #END sub ParseCmdLine 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Usage 
# 
# Prints usage information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Usage{ 
    print STDOUT <<END_USAGE_INFO 
############################### USAGE ################################ 
 
Inserts connection between an error and a trouble report. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Usage: 
    <Arguments>* [<Options>] 
         
    Arguments 
    -------------------------------------------------------------- 
    --error         The id of the error. 
    -e 
         
    --tr            The identifier of the trouble report. 
    -t 
 
 
    Alternativ usage: 
    <the id of the error> <the TR-identifier> [<options>] 
 
         
    Options 
    -------------------------------------------------------------- 
    --usage         Prints usage information. 
    -u 
         
    --verbose       Print verbose-info. 
    -v 
 
############################## END USAGE ############################# 
    END_USAGE_INFO 
} #END sub Usage 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Verbose 
# 
# Prints input information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Verbose{ 
    print STDOUT " 
############################## VERBOSE ############################### 



 
    connect_error_and_tr.pl 
 
    Given arguments 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    Id of error      $error_id 
    TR-identifier    $tr_identifier 
 
############################ END VERBOSE ############################# 
"; 
} #END sub Verbose 



#!/app/perl/5.8.4/bin/perl -w 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Takes the name and date of test-case and produces a summary log 
###   over the error print-outs from that test-case. 
### 
###   If modifying this file, think about not dying (die) or exiting 
###   (exit) without disconnecting the database handle 
###   ($dbh->disconnect();). 
### 
###   Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
###   2008-01-17  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
###               suitable for printing. 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use lib '/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.56/lib'; 
use DBI; 
use Getopt::Long; 
use lib "/vobs/3gsim/3gsim_products/3gsim/tools/ShowTraceErrorLogs/lib"; 
use ThreeGsimDB; 
use ClearDDTSDB; 
use Error; 
 
# Variables 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
my $testcase = ''; 
my $date = ''; 
my $outputFile = ''; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Run program 
Main(); 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Main 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sub Main 
{ 
    my $dbh; 
    my $ClearDDTS_dbh; 
    my $sth; 
    my $ClearDDTS_sth; 
    my $testcase_id; 



    my @errors; 
    # Parse input from the command line. 
    ParseCmdLine(); 
    # Open output file. 
    open (OUTPUT, ">", $outputFile) or die "The output file", 
                    "$outputFile could not be created: $!\n"; 
    # Connect to databases. 
    $dbh = ConnectToDB3Gsim(); 
    $ClearDDTS_dbh = ConnectToDBClearDDTS(); 
    # Find id of testcase 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT Id FROM testcase WHERE Name = ? AND", 
                                                     " DateTime = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($testcase, $date); 
    my @testcase_id = $sth->fetchrow_array; 
    unless (@testcase_id) 
    { 
        print "Test-case, \"$testcase, $date\", not found in", 
                                               " database.\n"; 
        $sth->finish; 
        $dbh->disconnect; 
        $ClearDDTS_dbh->disconnect; 
        exit (1); 
    } 
    $testcase_id = shift @testcase_id; 
    # Find the error print-outs in the test-case specified. 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT Id FROM error WHERE TestCase = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($testcase_id); 
    while (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
    { 
        push (@errors, Error->new($rv[0])); 
    } 
    # Get info about the error and then print it to summary log. 
    foreach my $error (@errors) 
    { 
        # Find the attributes of the error. 
        $error->findAttributes($dbh); 
        # Find the ids of equal errors. 
        # $error->findEqualErrors($dbh); 
        # Find the trouble reports connected with the error. 
        $error->findTRs($dbh); 
        # Query ClearDDTS for status of these trouble reports. 
        $error->findTRStatus($ClearDDTS_dbh); 
        # Print the error to the summary-log. 
        $error->print(\*OUTPUT); 
    } 
    # Disconnect the database handles used. 
    $sth->finish; 
    $dbh->disconnect; 
    $ClearDDTS_dbh->disconnect; 
    close OUTPUT; 
} #END sub Main 
 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ParseCmdLine 
# 
# Parses the command line. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub ParseCmdLine 
{ 



    my $usage = 0; 
    my $verbose = 0; 
    my $debug = ''; 
    # Get possible options 
    GetOptions( 
               "verbose"       => \$verbose, 
               "v"             => \$verbose, 
               "usage"         => \$usage, 
               "u"             => \$usage, 
               "testcase=s"    => \$testcase, 
               "t=s"           => \$testcase, 
               "date=s"        => \$date, 
               "d=s"           => \$date, 
               'outputfile=s'  => \$outputFile, 
               'f=s'           => \$outputFile 
               ); 
    # Check if usage information shall be printed. 
    if ($usage ) 
    { 
        Usage(); 
        exit(0); 
    } 
    Check(); 
    Verbose() if $verbose; 
} #END sub ParseCmdLine 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Check 
# 
# Checks the inputparameters. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Check 
{ 
    unless ($date =~ m/^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}_\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}$/) 
    { 
        unless ($date =~ m/^\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2} \d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2}$/) 
        { 
            print "Date of testcase not of the right format.\nRight", 
            " format is <YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS> or", 
            " <YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS>.\n", 
            " You entered: <$date>\n", 
            " If you use the first format you probably have to put", 
            " \"\n around the argument.\n"; 
            aux(); 
        } 
    } 
    $date =~ s/_/ /; 
    unless ($testcase) 
    { 
        print "Testcase not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    unless ($outputFile) 
    { 
        print "Output file not specified.\n"; 
        aux(); 
    } 
    sub aux 
    { 



        print "Choose option -u or -usage for usage information.\n"; 
        exit (0); 
    } 
} #END sub Check 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Usage 
# 
# Prints usage information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Usage 
{ 
    print STDOUT <<END_USAGE_INFO 
############################### USAGE ################################ 
 
Creates summary-log for the specified test-case. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Usage: 
    <Arguments> [<Options>] 
         
    Arguments 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    --testcase      The name of the testcase. 
    -t 
    
    --date          The date and time of the testcase. 
    -d 
         
    --outputfile    The name of the output-file. 
    -f 
         
 
    Options 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    --usage         Prints usage information. 
    -u 
 
    --verbose       Print verbose-info. 
    -v 
 
############################## END USAGE ############################## 
    END_USAGE_INFO 
} #END sub Usage 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Verbose 
# 
# Prints input information on the standart output. 
# 
# Arguments: None 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub Verbose 
{ 
    print STDOUT " 
############################## VERBOSE ############################### 
 
    make_summary_log.pl 
  
    Given arguments 



    ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    output-file     $outputFile 
    test-case       $testcase 
    date            $date 
 
############################ END VERBOSE ############################# 
"; 
} #END sub Verbose 



package Error; 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   A class describing an error print-out. 
### 
###   Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use lib "/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.51/lib"; 
use DBI; 
use lib "/vobs/3gsim/3gsim_products/3gsim/tools/ShowTraceErrorLogs/lib"; 
use TroubleReport; 
 
# Attributes 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# The attributes forming this object. 
my $_key = 'Key'; 
my $_message = 'Message'; 
my $_message_id = 'Message_Id'; 
my $_quantity = 'Quantity'; 
my $_nr_of_testcases = 'Nr_of_testcases'; 
# Used for storing references to objects of type TroubleReport. 
my $_trs = 'trs'; 
# Used for storing keys to equal errors. 
my $_keys_to_equal_errors = 'keys_to_equal_errors'; 
# Used for storing references to object to type TRoubleReport, 
# belonging to errors equal to this. 
my $_indirect_trs = 'indirect_trs'; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Shared attributes (static variables) 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
my @printable_attributes = ($_key, $_quantity, $_message); 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# new 
# 
# Constructor. Returns a reference to the new object. 
# 
# Arguments: The values for this Errors key. 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub new 
{ 
    shift; 



    my $key = shift; 
    my $self = {}; 
    bless ($self, "Error"); 
    $self->{$_key} = $key; 
    $self->{$_keys_to_equal_errors} = []; 
    $self->{$_trs} = []; 
    $self->{$_indirect_trs} = []; 
    return $self; 
} #END sub new 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# findAttributes 
# 
# Connects to the database and fetches the attributes of an error 
# needed by this class. 
# 
# Argument: A database handle needed for quering the database. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sub findAttributes 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $dbh = shift; 
    my $sth; 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT E.Quantity, E.Message, M.Message 
                         FROM error E, message M 
                         WHERE E.Message = M.Id AND E.Id = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($self->{$_key}); 
    if (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
    { 
        $self->{$_quantity} = $rv[0]; 
        $self->{$_message_id} = $rv[1]; 
        $self->{$_message} = $rv[2]; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        # The error does not exist in database. 
        # Something is probably wrong. 
        print "ERROR: No such error in database.\n"; 
        # If developing this prototype into a complete product 
        # proper action should be taken if this situation occurres. 
    } 
    # Find out in how many testcases this error has occured. 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT count(OTHER.Id) FROM error THIS, 
                         error OTHER WHERE 
                   OTHER.Message = THIS.Message AND THIS.Id = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($self->{$_key}); 
    if (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
    { 
        $self->{$_nr_of_testcases} = $rv[0]; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        print "ERROR: in query in method findAttributes in Error.pm\n"; 
    } 
} #END sub findAttributes 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# findEqualErrors 
# 
# Connects to the database and queries for ids of errors equal to 
# this. NB that findAttributes has to be called before this method is 



# called. 
# 
# Argument: A database handle needed for quering the database. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sub findEqualErrors 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $dbh = shift; 
    my $sth; 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT Id FROM error 
                         WHERE Message = ? AND Id != ?"); 
    $sth->execute($self->{$_message_id}, $self->{$_key}); 
    while (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
    { 
        push (@{$self->{$_keys_to_equal_errors}}, $rv[0]); 
    } 
} #END sub findEqualErrors 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# findTRs 
# 
# Connects to the database and queries for names of the trouble 
# reports associeated with the error print-outs grouped together in 
# this object. Then creates TroubleReports with the names found. 
# 
# Argument: A database handle needed for quering the database. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sub findTRs 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $dbh = shift; 
    my $sth; 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT Name FROM tr WHERE Error = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($self->{$_key}); 
    while (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
    { 
        push (@{$self->{$_trs}}, TroubleReport->new($rv[0])); 
    } 
    # Find errors equal to this. 
    $self->findEqualErrors($dbh); 
    # Find trouble reports to the errors equal to this. 
    my %aux; 
    foreach my $equal_error (@{$self->{$_keys_to_equal_errors}}) 
    { 
        $sth = $dbh->prepare("SELECT Name FROM tr WHERE Error = ?"); 
        $sth->execute($equal_error); 
        while (my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array) 
        { 
            # Use hash. Easy way to get rid of duplicates. 
            $aux{$rv[0]} = 1; 
        } 
    } 
    my @aux = keys %aux; 
    foreach my $tr_name (keys %aux) 
    { 
        push (@{$self->{$_indirect_trs}}, 
              TroubleReport->new($tr_name)); 
    } 
} #END sub findTR 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



# findTRStatus 
# 
# Tells this object's TroubleReport to find their status. 
# 
# Argument:  A database handle needed for quering the database. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sub findTRStatus 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $ClearDDTS_dbh = shift; 
    foreach my $tr (@{$self->{$_trs}}) 
    { 
        $tr->findStatus($ClearDDTS_dbh); 
    } 
    foreach my $tr (@{$self->{$_indirect_trs}}) 
    { 
        $tr->findStatus($ClearDDTS_dbh); 
    } 
} #END findTRStatus 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# print 
# 
# Prints this object to the output channel provided. 
# 
# Argument:  The filehandle to be used. 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub print 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $FH = shift; 
    foreach my $attribute (@printable_attributes) 
    { 
        print $FH "\t", sprintf('%-15s', "$attribute:"), 
                                "$self->{$attribute}\n"; 
    } 
    # Don't print this. Can be very many! 
    #print $FH "\n\t", sprintf('%-15s', "Equal errors:"), 
    #"@{$self->{$_keys_to_equal_errors}}\n"; 
    print $FH "\n\tThis error has occured in", 
              " $self->{$_nr_of_testcases} testcase(s).\n"; 
    # Print trouble reports associated with this error. 
    print $FH "\n\t", sprintf('%-25s', "My trouble reports:"); 
    foreach my $tr (@{$self->{$_trs}}) 
    { 
        $tr->print($FH); 
        print $FH "\t", sprintf('%-25s', ''); 
    } 
    # Print trouble reports associated with errors equal to this. 
    print $FH "\n\t", sprintf('%-25s', "Other trouble reports:"); 
    foreach my $tr (@{$self->{$_indirect_trs}}) 
    { 
        $tr->print($FH); 
        print $FH "\t", sprintf('%-25s', ''); 
    } 
    #my $aux = @{$self->{$_indirect_trs}}; 
    print $FH "\n" unless (@{$self->{$_indirect_trs}}); 
    print $FH "\n---------------------------------------------------------------
-------\n\n"; 
} #END sub print 
 



# TRUE value to tell Perl that everything went OK. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



package TroubleReport; 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Implements the class describing a trouble report. 
### 
###   Author: Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use lib "/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.51/lib"; 
use DBI; 
 
# Attributes 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
my $_status = 'status'; 
my $_name = 'name'; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# new 
# 
# Constructor. Returns a reference to the new object. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub new 
{ 
    shift; 
    my $name = shift; 
    my $self = {}; 
    bless ($self, "TroubleReport"); 
    $self->{$_status} = "not known"; 
    $self->{$_name} = $name if (defined $name); 
    return $self; 
} #END sub new 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# name 
# 
# Get-set method for this object's name. If argument given, name is 
# set to value of argument else name is not effected. Returns this 
# object's name. 
# 
# Argument:  The new value for this object's name. 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub name 



{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $data = shift; 
    $self->{$_name} = $data if (defined $data); 
    return $self->{$_name}; 
} #END name 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# status 
# 
# Returns the status of this TroubleReport. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub status 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    return $self->{$_status}; 
} #END sub status 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# findTRStatus 
# 
# Connects to database ClearDDTSDemo and queries for this object's 
# status. If no trouble report found status is set to "WARNING: TR not 
# found in ClearDDTS!". 
# 
# Argument: A database handle (expected to be connected to 
#           database ClearDDTSDemo). 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub findStatus 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $ClearDDTS_dbh = shift; 
    my $sth = $ClearDDTS_dbh->prepare("SELECT status FROM ddts.DEFECTS 
                                       WHERE identifier = ?"); 
    $sth->execute($self->{$_name}); 
    my @rv = $sth->fetchrow_array; 
    if ($rv[0]) 
    { 
        $self->{$_status} = $rv[0]; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        $self->{$_status} = "WARNING: TR not found in ClearDDTS!"; 
        print "WARNING: TR with name $self->{$_name} not found in", 
        " ClearDDTS\n"; 
    } 
} #END sub findStatus 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# print 
# 
# Prints this object. 
# 
# Argument: A file handle reference. 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub print 
{ 
    my $self = shift; 
    my $FH = shift; 



    print $FH $self->{$_name}, ' ', $self->{status}, "\n"; 
} #END sub print 
 
# TRUE value to tell Perl that everything went OK. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



package ThreeGsimDB; 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Package containing functions for connection to database 
###   3gsim_test_results. 
### 
###   Before use: Change HOST, NAME_OF_DATABASE, NAME_OF_USER, 
###               PASSWORD (see below) to the appropiate values. 
### 
###   Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use strict; 
use lib '/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.56/lib'; 
use lib '/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBD-mysql/4.005/lib'; 
use DBI; 
use Exporter; 
 
our @ISA       = ('Exporter'); 
our @EXPORT    = ('ConnectToDB3Gsim'); 
our @EXPORT_OK = ('ConnectToDB3Gsim'); 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ConnectToDB3Gsim 
# 
# Used for connecting to 3gsim_test_results. Returns a database file 
# handle. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub ConnectToDB3Gsim 
{ 
    my $sqlhost = "HOST"; 
    my $database = "NAME_OF_DATABASE"; 
    my $user = "NAME_OF_USER"; 
    my $password = "PASSWORD"; 
    my $dsn = "DBI:mysql:database=$database:host=$sqlhost"; 
    my $dbh = DBI->connect($dsn, $user, $password, {'RaiseError' => 1, 
                                                     AutoCommit => 0}) 
             or die "\nFailed to connect to database: $DBI::errstr\n"; 
    return $dbh; 
} 
 
# TRUE value to tell Perl that everything went OK. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1; 



#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 



package ClearDDTSDB; 
 
###################################################################### 
#######                           NB                            ###### 
###################################################################### 
##                                                                  ## 
##      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      ## 
##                                                                  ## 
###################################################################### 
#######                                                         ###### 
###################################################################### 
 
###################################################################### 
### 
###   Package containing functions for connection to database 
###   ClearDDTS. 
### 
###   Author: Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
###   Created: 2007-07-12 
### 
###   Revision history: 
### 
###################################################################### 
 
use lib "/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBI/1.51/lib"; 
use lib "/app/perl/5.8.4/modules/DBD-Oracle/1.19/lib"; 
use strict; 
use DBI; 
use Exporter; 
 
our @ISA       = ('Exporter'); 
our @EXPORT    = ('ConnectToDBClearDDTS'); 
our @EXPORT_OK = ('ConnectToDBClearDDTS'); 
 
#doc------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# ConnectToDBClearDDTS 
# 
# Used for connecting to ClearDDTSDemo_test_results. Returns a 
# database file handle. 
# 
# Arguments: none 
#end------------------------------------------------------------------ 
sub ConnectToDBClearDDTS 
{  
    my $dbh = DBI-
>connect("dbi:Oracle:host=selix003.lmera.ericsson.se;sid=ddts", 
      "readonly", 
      "tca80Pk", 
      {RaiseError => 1, 
        AutoCommit => 0}); 
    return $dbh; 
} 
 
# TRUE value to tell Perl that everything went OK. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1; 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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-- setup_db.sql 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                           NB                            ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--                                                                  -- 
--      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      -- 
--                                                                  -- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                                                         ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Setup database. 
-- 
-- Usage:   Connect to your mysql-server and execute 
--          <\. /PATH_TO_FILE/setup_db.sql> 
--          where PATH_TO_FILE is the path to this file. 
--          First you must modify this file to find the files 
--          create_db.sql and create_functions.sql (see below). 
--          NB: read also "Before use information" in these files. 
-- 
-- Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
-- Created: 2007-07-12 
-- 
-- Revision history: 
-- 2008-02-29  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
--             suitable for printing. 
-- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
-- Create database and tables. 
-- Change PATH_TO_FILE to the correct path. 
\. /PATH_TO_FILE/create_db.sql 
 
-- Create stored functions. 
-- Change <PATH_TO_FILE> to the correct path. 
\. /PATH_TO_FILE/create_functions.sql 



-- create_db.sql 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                           NB                            ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--                                                                  -- 
--      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      -- 
--                                                                  -- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                                                         ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Create database and tables for storing 3gsim error print-outs. 
-- 
-- Before use: Change NAME_OF_DATABASE (see below) to name of choice. 
--             Do the same in file create_functions.sql. 
-- 
-- Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
-- Created: 2007-07-12 
-- 
-- Revision history: 
-- 2008-02-29  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
--             suitable for printing. 
-- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Delete database. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--DROP DATABASE NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
DROP DATABASE IF EXISTS NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Create database. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CREATE DATABASE NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
--CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Choose which database to use. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
USE NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Table testcase 
-- 
-- Used for storing test cases. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CREATE TABLE testcase( 
        Id INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
        Name VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 



        DateTime DATETIME NOT NULL, 
        PRIMARY KEY (Id) 
--      Very big to make unique (although it should be)! 
--      UNIQUE (Name, DateTime) 
); 
--END CREATE TABLE testcase 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Table message 
-- 
-- Used for storing error print-out messages. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CREATE TABLE message( 
        Id INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
        Message VARCHAR(2550) NOT NULL, 
        PRIMARY KEY (Id) 
--           Very big to make unique (although it should be)! 
--        UNIQUE (Message) 
); 
--END CREATE TABLE message 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Table error 
-- 
-- Used for storing error print-outs. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CREATE TABLE error( 
        Id INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
        Message INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL, 
        Quantity INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL, 
        TestCase INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL, 
        PRIMARY KEY (Id), 
        FOREIGN KEY (TestCase) REFERENCES testcase (Id), 
        FOREIGN KEY (Message) REFERENCES message (Id), 
        INDEX id_ind (Id), 
        INDEX message_ind (Message), 
        INDEX testcase_ind (TestCase) 
); 
--END CREATE TABLE error 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Table tr 
-- 
-- Used for storing names of the TRs associated with an 
-- error print-out. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CREATE TABLE tr( 
        Name VARCHAR(25) NOT NULL, 
        Error INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL, 
        UNIQUE (Name, Error), 
        FOREIGN KEY (Error) REFERENCES error (Id) 



); 
--END CREATE TABLE tr 



-- create_functions.sql 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                           NB                            ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--                                                                  -- 
--      This is only a prototype meant to be used for testing.      -- 
--                                                                  -- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------                                                         ------ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Create functions for less complicated interaction with DBMS 
-- 
-- Before use: Change NAME_OF_DATABASE (see below) to name of choice. 
-- 
-- Author:  Karl Gustav Sterneberg 
-- Created: 2007-07-12 
-- 
-- Revision history: 
-- 2008-02-29  Modified layout in order to make the file more 
--             suitable for printing. 
-- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Choose which database to use. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
USE NAME_OF_DATABASE; 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Function insert_error 
-- 
-- Inserts an error into the database. 
-- 
-- Arguments: DateTime, Milliseconds, Board, Process, File, Line, 
--    Category, Message, ParsedMessage, TestCase. 
-- 
-- Returns: Id of inserted error. If error already exists in 
--   database Id of existing equal error is returned. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DROP function IF EXISTS insert_error; 
delimiter // 
CREATE function insert_error( 
        message_ VARCHAR(2550), 
        quantity_ INT UNSIGNED, 
        testcase_ INT UNSIGNED) 
RETURNS INT 
BEGIN 
        DECLARE _id INT UNSIGNED; 
        DECLARE _tc_id INT UNSIGNED; 



        DECLARE _m_id INT UNSIGNED; 
--      Check if error exists. 
        SELECT E.Id INTO _id FROM error E, message M WHERE 
                E.Message = M.Id 
                AND M.Message = message_ 
                AND E.TestCase = testcase_; 
        IF (_id IS NULL) THEN 
--              Error does not exist. 
--              Check that testcase exist. If not, there is something 
wrong 
                SELECT Id INTO _tc_id FROM testcase WHERE Id = 
testcase_; 
                IF (_tc_id IS NULL) THEN 
--                        Testcase does not exist. Return 0 to 
indicate this. 
                             RETURN 0; 
--                           ELSE 
--                             Testcase exists. Continue. 
                   END IF; 
--                 Check if message already inserted. 
                SELECT Id INTO _m_id FROM message WHERE Message = 
message_; 
                   IF (_m_id IS NULL) THEN 
--                            Message not in database. Insert message. 
                        INSERT INTO message (Message) VALUES 
(message_); 
                        SELECT LAST_INSERT_ID() INTO _m_id; 
--                             ELSE 
--                            Message already in database. 
--                            Do nothing. 
                   END IF; 
--                   Insert the error. 
                   INSERT INTO error (TestCase, Message, Quantity) 
VALUES 
                             (testcase_, _m_id, quantity_); 
                 SELECT LAST_INSERT_ID() INTO _id; 
--                  ELSE 
--                   Error already exist. 
--                   Id of error will be returned. 
        END IF; 
        RETURN _id; 
END 
// 
delimiter ; 
--END CREATE function insert_error 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Function insert_testcase 
-- 
-- Inserts a testcase into the database. Returns Id of inserted 
-- testcase. If testcase already exists in database Id of already 



-- existing testcase is returned. 
-- 
-- Arguments: name, date (datetime) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DROP function IF EXISTS insert_testcase; 
delimiter // 
CREATE function insert_testcase( 
        name_ VARCHAR(255), 
        datetime_ DATETIME) 
RETURNS INT 
BEGIN 
        DECLARE id_ INT UNSIGNED; 
        SELECT Id INTO id_ FROM testcase 
        WHERE DateTime = datetime_ 
                AND Name = name_; 
        IF (id_ IS NULL) THEN 
                INSERT INTO testcase 
                        (DateTime, Name) 
                        VALUES 
                        (datetime_,name_); 
                SELECT LAST_INSERT_ID() INTO id_; 
        END IF; 
        RETURN id_; 
END 
// 
delimiter ; 
--END CREATE function insert_testcase 


